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Black /blak/ color blindness 
power, wealth, mystery, fear, evil, unhappiness, depth, sadness, remorse, anger, 
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There are three types of clinically treated color blindness: red-green color 
blindness, blue-yellow color blindness, and complete color blindness. My father 
possesses a mixture of both red-green and blue-yellow blindness which dulls his color 
intake, making differentiation of hues difficult. The fourth type of color blindness, which 
he also possesses, has not been clinically diagnosed but is located within psychological 
research and is gaining momentum within socio-political discussions. The Myth of Racial 
Color Blindness, a book written by scholars in education, psychology, and sociology, 
defines color blindness as the following:  
“A color-blind racial perspective embodies the view that the United States has 
moved beyond race and racism and that the color of someone’s skin does not matter in 
today’s society.”1  
 
Those who are color blind as such believe racial inequalities do not exist and that skin 
color and racial/ethnic background do not impact one’s livelihood or access to 
opportunity. A look at why the authors of The Myth of Racial Color Blindness disagree 
with color blind systems:  
“The persistence of racial disparities in education, health, wealth, poverty, and 
incarceration supports the notion that we live in a racially hierarchical society, which 
affords unearned benefits to White Americans and unfairly burdens people of color. The 
very existence of these disparities challenges claims that race does not matter in U.S. 
society.”2  
 
My father is a prime example of how color-blind dogma has infiltrated the minds 
of those who are burdened by it the most. In addition to his clinically diagnosed color 
blindness, he suffers from racial color blindness as well. Through his perspective he has 
achieved the American Dream. He has a family, a job, a home, a car, and what he would 
                                                
1 Helen A. Neville, Miguel E. Gallardo, and Derald Wing Sue, The Myth of Racial Color Blindness: 
Manifestations, Dynamics, and Impact (Washington, DC: American Psychological Association, 2016). 
2	  Neville, Gallardo, and Sue, The Myth of Racial.	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consider a “good” and “normal” life. What he has not recognized is that his “good” and 
“normal” life has come with a cost. As the result of gaining the American Dream he has 
broken familial relationships, fragmented his native language, and neglected his primary 
culture. He does not question his lack of schooling, inability to move beyond blue-collar 
jobs, or position within the lower class of society, and therefore has not acknowledged his 
brown skin and Latino heritage reinforcing the racial disparities seen in the U.S.  
Colors similar in shade become muted and less bright through my father’s eyes. 
Sometimes colors will even mix together. Mezcla means mixture in Spanish, my father’s 
fragmented language. I wonder how the lack of vibrancy shifts his perspective. Does he 
perceive the world without color, definitive shades, indicative markings that speak to 
locations, emotions, and identities? Maybe my father’s phlegmatic temperament is caused 
by his color blindness. Maybe he accepts the world he inhabits because he does not 
choose to analyze it. Whether or not that is the case, there is great naïveté and danger 
within that choice.  
Black is the absence of light and color is the phenomenon of light. If issues of 
race and racism are not illuminated and brought into the light, color will remain invisible.  
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Red /red/ urgency of now 
excitement, energy, passion, love, desire, speed, strength, power, heat, aggression, 
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I recognize it is a privilege to question and philosophize my father’s life. I have 
acquired the time, space, and tools to embark on this journey. I own this privilege with a 
great sense of responsibility recognizing the larger impact my work can have on those 
burdened by a “color-blind” society. Dance scholar Anne Cooper Albright writes the 
following within her book, Choreographing Difference: The Body and Identity in 
Contemporary Dance:   
“Contemporary dance could shed light on the current debates about how cultural 
identities are negotiated and embodied.”3  
 
I, too, believe in this potentiality. It is my reason for writing, dancing, unpacking, and 
questioning all of the experiences that have led me to this moment. 29 years in the 
making, here I am a confused, angry, emotionally-distraught, mixed-race individual, 
reliving memories to understand the traumatic implications of a racial hierarchical society 
on her life and family.  
However, the relevancy for this project extends well-beyond a quest for personal 
discovery; recent political events have stimulated my curiosities around systems of 
oppression. In 2020, the Black Lives Matter movement was at its height as the largest 
Black-led protest campaign since the 1960s.4 The cause brought international awareness 
to the discrimination and inequality facing Black people within the United States. The 
movement has also inspired other marginalized groups to raise their voices amidst the 
                                                
3 Anne Cooper Albright, Choreographing Difference (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 
1997). 
4 Larry Buchanan, Quoctrung Bui, and Jugal K. Patel, “Black Lives Matter May Be the Largest 
Movement in U.S. History,” The New York Times, July 3, 2020, 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/07/03/us/george-floyd-protests-crowd-size.html. 
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fight for social justice. I do not downplay the Black Lives Matter movement or dissuade 
its mission, but use it as a catalyst to reveal the inequalities facing Latinos as well.  
My research is also advanced by the lasting imprints of Trump-era, right-wing 
politics that persistently view Latino people as burdens for the U.S. This was clearly 
demonstrated by Trump’s radical immigration policies and his openly racist comments 
referring to Latino people as “criminals,” “killers,” and “rapists.” 5 By calling two Boston 
men “passionate” for physically assaulting a 58-year-old homeless Hispanic man, the 
former president continued his condonation of violent acts towards Latinos. The two men 
later reported their actions were influenced by Trump’s deportation policy. Hate speech is 
an example of how the government perpetuates racist ideas through policies and power 
dynamics.   
At this very moment, legislators are reviewing bills that propose the elimination 
of critical race theory (CRT) within schools. CRT has been studied for more than 40 
years. It has significantly influenced the creation and implementation of inclusivity and 
diversity training within public school systems. It began as an intellectual and political 
movement in the 1970s, expanding on critical legal studies (CLS), an ideology that 
dissected the perpetuation of class inequalities in the U.S. Scholars of color such as 
Derrick Bell and Kimberlé Crenshaw acknowledged the failure of CLS to recognize the 
intersection of race and class inequalities which furthered the theory’s development 
toward CRT. The theory acknowledges racism as a social construct that is not solely 
produced by individual prejudice or bias. It has been used to evaluate racial inequalities 
                                                
5 Carolina Moreno, “9 Outrageous Things Donald Trump Has Said About Latinos,” HuffPost 
(November 9, 2016), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/9-outrageous-things-donald-trump-has-said-about-
latinos_n_55e483a1e4b0c818f618904b. 
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in education that reveal disparities in school funding, discipline protocols, gifted and 
talented programming, and multicultural curricula. Eliminating CRT from school 
pedagogy is synonymous with adopting “color blind” beliefs. This would be an enormous 
step backwards in the fight for racial/social equality in the U.S.  
The conceptual frameworks for this research are modern-day colonialism and 
white supremacy. The discussion of long-term negative impacts of colonization on 
colonized peoples was first discussed in depth by postcolonial theorist Edward Said in the 
1970s. He observed how the long-term impacts of colonialism oftentimes led to coups, 
civil wars, and governmental corruption, all caused by the forceful imposition of the 
colonizer’s language and culture that disregarded the indigenous way of life.6 White 
supremacy, the idea that white people and white culture hold dominance over people of 
other racial/ethnic backgrounds, is the foundation of colonialism and is relevant when 
discussing postcolonial theory, also known as modern-day colonialism. The U.S. was 
founded on colonial violence and continues to marginalize those that do not fit normative 
standards. These “norms” are the categories that identify closely with the western world 
colonizer: white, cis, heterosexual, able-bodied, financially stable, Christian, male. The 
people associated outside of normative standards are negatively impacted politically and 
socially on a daily basis.  
The goal for my research is to propel analysis of race and racism inside all aspects 
of American life. Police brutality, deportation policies, stereotyping, and educational 
reforms that neglect and abuse marginalized people are only a few red flags indicating the 
                                                
6 Lutfi Hamadi, “Edward Said: The Postcolonial Theory and the Literature of Decolonization,” June 
2014, https://eujournal.org/index.php/esj/article/download/3689/3488/0. 
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existence of modern-day colonialism. I will be using my father’s life as the lens to see the 
impacts of modern-day colonialism and white supremacy which includes the analysis of 
my identity as a multiracial American. I lead my project with these questions: How has 
my father’s identity been constructed and reconstructed within/by a racially hierarchical 
society? In turn, how has this (re)construction impacted my identity and the lives of my 
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Yellow /ˈyelō/ language 
 
betrayal, optimism, idealism, imagination, hope, philosophy, dishonesty, cowardice, 
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Names are significant; they hold direct links to our identities signifying history 
and legacy. My father was instructed to use the name Ronnie when he migrated to the 
United States from Puerto Rico. He viewed Ronnie as a direct translation and never 
questioned the rationale of leaving his birth name, Radames, behind. In the U.S., 
translation is not only about moving words from one language to another, it is also about 
moving bodies from one location to another. People who are expected to change their 
names are also expected to change the way they speak, look, act, and live. Translation is 
asking them to shift into a way of being that is normalized and deemed “more 
appropriate” than other ways of being. The “correct” way of living in the U.S. is the way 
that protects the interest, self-image, and worldview of the group that holds the power, 
control, and dominance over other racial groups: the white way.7 Leaving the name 
Radames in Puerto Rico was the first step in the erasure of my father’s ethnic identity.  
Whiteness hijacked my father’s wishes in naming his children as well. My parents 
both loved the name Gabriella, but were highly encouraged by my maternal grandmother 
to choose Elizabeth, a name passed down for generations on my mother’s side of the 
family. I was obligated to inherit this name and I despised it. I originally thought my 
loathing for the name Elizabeth was caused by my poor relationship with my mother. 
Disengaging with the name Elizabeth, a representation of imposed whiteness, symbolized 
disengaging with her. Over the years I began to realize I was disengaging with what my 
mother reflected in the world – white American culture. I was separating myself from 
whiteness altogether because I did not feel connected to its essence. Whiteness did not 
                                                
7 Robin DiAngelo and Robin DiAngelo, “No, I Won't Stop Saying ‘White Supremacy,’” YES! 
Magazine, June 30, 2017, https://www.yesmagazine.org/democracy/2017/06/30/no-i-wont-stop-saying-
white-supremacy. 
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fully encompass my being. My mother’s way of life, and because of assimilation, my 
father’s way of life, was what I knew most, but I felt excluded from it at times. Similar to 
how the U.S. views its relationship with Puerto Rico as stated during the 1901 
Congressional debate regarding the possibility of Puerto Rico becoming a state, I was 
“belonging to” whiteness “but not a part of” whiteness and would remain an 
unincorporated territory.8 Whiteness owned me through my first name and the way I was 
forced to live for 29 years. I never became an equal part of whiteness because of my 
Otherness9, the part of me that would never be fully accepted into society or 
acknowledged as equal.  
When I was 10 years old, I changed my name to Liz in a subconscious effort to 
distance myself from whiteness. This was the act of a confused child who yearned for a 
stronger connection to her Puerto Rican identity. I had no idea that whiteness was causing 
a slow and painful erasure of my father’s culture. I had to make room for Puerto Rican-
ness because whiteness took up too much space. Liz was the closest Puerto Rican-
sounding name that could precede Quiñones. It made sense to me. I finally had a first and 
last name I was proud to say. I loved it when people mispronounced Quiñones or asked 
for its spelling. I used those moments as opportunities to expose my Puerto Rican 
heritage, a part of me that could have gone unnoticed due to my mixed-race (ambiguous) 
appearance. It was difficult to know how to observe or take part in whiteness as a child 
because it was the normalized culture. Its dominance made it untraceable and even if I 
                                                
8 Ed Morales and Ed Morales, “Fantasy Island: Colonialism, Exploitation, and the Betrayal of Puerto 
Rico,” in Fantasy Island: Colonialism, Exploitation, and the Betrayal of Puerto Rico (New York, NY: 
PublicAffairs, 2019), pp. 2-18. 
9 Dafyddwilliams Says: et al., “What Is Otherness?,” The Other Sociologist, August 27, 2020, 
https://othersociologist.com/otherness-resources/. 
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could name it, it did not fascinate me in the way Puerto Rican-ness did. I could see and 
feel what Quiñones meant. It was connected to a specific way of life that was different 
from what I experienced every day. Quiñones was connected to a culture I knew I could 
be a part of without it owning me. 
My family’s identity has always been dominated by the white way. My mother is 
white so it would make sense for our family to implement “white things” alongside 
“Puerto Rican things.” However, whiteness became the way in which we lived every day 
while Puerto Rican-ness showed up for a holiday or homework assignment. The scariest 
thing of all is that no one in my family recognized (or has recognized) the domination and 
oppression of whiteness over Puerto Rican-ness. Whiteness thrives because we are 
acclimated to keep it unnoticed. It is viewed as normal and things outside of it are viewed 
as abnormal, hazardous, and wrong.  
The idea that the white way is the “right way” causes severe assimilation trauma 
for those who migrate to the U.S. This is another manifestation of white supremacy my 
father experienced fully, and thus his immediate family members experienced its 
harmfulness as well. Undoubtedly, assimilation trauma affected his parental decisions. 
He refused to teach me Spanish because he believed that it was most important to learn 
“proper” English. He even distanced me from his family members. During the rare and 
scarce family visits, my tias and primas (aunts and cousins) would tell me about Puerto 
Rican foods and traditions. When I would ask my father about incorporating cultural 
traditions within our home, he would give excuses for not partaking in those customs and 
would usually end the conversation with “everything should be the American way.” He 
moved to America for a better life than what he had in Puerto Rico; I can only imagine 
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how the pressure to assimilate, to fit in, and to be whiter, impacted his identity and 
fatherhood. Consciously or not, he witnessed the impacts of white privilege and he 
wanted to ensure his other-ness would not disadvantage his children and their 
opportunities. He wanted the best for us so he erased his primary culture; it was an act of 
survival and love.  
I do question whether or not his acts of assimilation worked to my benefit. I like 
to think I earned my job, car, house, and college degree through strong work ethics and 
determination. I also acknowledge that my light-skinned-ness probably played a role in 
earning those privileges. However, it is evident that society still sees a difference in me 
that deviates from “dominant” aesthetics.  
person: Where are you from? 
me:   Delaware. 
person:  Your family is from Delaware, too?  
me:                  My mom is originally from Delaware, but my dad is from Puerto Rico.  
person: So you’re Puerto Rican?! 
me:   Yes, half Puerto Rican.  
person: What’s the other half?  
me:   White.  
person:  That’s so cool you’re Puerto Rican!  
The conversation above is one I have experienced many times in my life. When 
someone learns that I am Puerto Rican, I automatically become more interesting. My 
image suddenly transforms and my interrogator is happily satisfied their eye for 
difference did not steer them wrong. People can usually identify me as a mixed-race 
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individual, but I become seen and understood more clearly when the appropriate racial 
categories are assigned.  
50% of these conversations serve as a way for my white interrogators to flaunt 
their “knowledge” of Latino culture. They might say a few words in Spanish, mention a 
Latin food dish, or refer to a Latino athlete or music icon. The attempt for personal 
connection usually fails because they have too little information or they are referencing 
Latino traditions that are non-Puerto Rican. I wonder why there is an urge to demonstrate 
knowing an unfamiliar culture. Is it really to engage in personal connection or is this 
associated with white guilt? Knowing that whiteness is positioned above Puerto Rican-
ness on the racial hierarchy, this could be a social tactic for “leveling out the playing 
field” or mutual recognition, a way to prove they are not racist. Maybe people want to 
boost their credibility and not be deemed as culturally ignorant. Regardless of motivation, 
these conversations with white people performing Latino culture are exhausting and 
ostracizing. The people from minority cultures usually take on the role of educating 
others about minority cultures. I often find myself trying to explain Puerto Rican-ness, 
but the only way to really know a culture is to be inside of it. It is extremely frustrating 
being unable to express the richness, depth, and beauty of Puerto Rican culture, 
especially since it is commonly associated with drugs, gangs, and violence. This would 
not be the case if the U.S. prioritized culturally diverse curricula within public schools or 
positively represented Latinos in pop culture and media. If the conversation had a subtext 
it would read as follows:  
 person: Where are you from?  
(I see something different about you…) 
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me:   Delaware. 
(I know where this is going…) 
person:  Your family is from Delaware, too? 
(That’s not what I was looking for...) 
me:                 My mom is originally from Delaware, but my dad is from Puerto Rico.  
(There ya go. Happy?) 
person: So you’re Puerto Rican?! 
(Ah-ha! Found it!) 
me:    Yes, half Puerto Rican. 
(Got me.) 
person: What’s the other half? 
(But just how different are you…?)  
me:   White.  
(Normal, right?) 
person:   That’s so cool you’re Puerto Rican! 
(I’ve heard of Puerto Rico!) 
I am a Puerto Rican woman. This is important to recognize because 40% of these 
conversations occur with men and result in the sexualizing of my body. They wink, smile 
deviously, and allude to the things that Latina bodies “supposedly” do well such as make 
babies and dance. Mixed-race queer author, Maya Gittelman, reminds us that 
exoticization is a manifestation of white supremacy within their article, “My Body is not 
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an Apology.”10 They explain how the Othered body is easily fetishized when it presents 
just enough whiteness to be deemed non-threatening. The mixed-race body can be easily 
domesticated while still presenting an alluring “savage-ness.” Although it is difficult to 
express how I know Gittelman’s words to be true, I recognize their truth because I have 
felt their truth.  My Puerto-Rican-ness should not be the reason for my attractiveness. I 
am an individual, a whole human being. It is emotionally-damaging to have my Puerto 
Rican identity degraded because the shade of my skin is light enough to be deemed 
“socially acceptable.” It is nauseating to think that I am being objectified and fantasized 
by those who do not understand the complexities of my racial identity.  
Since 50% of these conversations are ignorant interrogations and 40% of them 
result in the objectification of my body, I should mention that the remaining 10% are 
wonderful cultural exchanges with people who wish to know more about my identity 
without projecting their biases onto my existence. However, there is something else that 
occurs towards the end of these conversations, even within the 10% that begin positively. 
Inevitably, people learn I am not as Puerto Rican as they thought. I can read the 
disappointment on their faces when they learn I was not born in Puerto Rico, I do not 
speak Spanish or make Puerto Rican food, nor do I dance salsa as well as I “should.” This 
is what society expects and what I cannot offer. The shame creates an interrogation with 
my father inside my head:  
Why couldn’t you have just taught me Spanish? Why didn’t you let my cousins 
come over to play? Why couldn’t I go to Puerto Rico with Tia Mary? Why haven’t I seen 
                                                
10 Maya Gittelman, “7 Ridiculous Things Not to Say to Mixed Race People,” The Body Is Not An 
Apology, April 22, 2019, https://thebodyisnotanapology.com/magazine/7-ridiculous-things-you-should-
not-say-to-mixed-race-people/. 
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abuela in over five years? Why don’t you talk about your brothers and sisters? Why don’t 
we eat Puerto Rican food at home? Why do we only see mama’s family?  
 If I began these conversations telling the truth about my dissociation with my 
Puerto Rican identity, there would have been no magic, no ah-ha moment when I am seen 
for what I really am — a mixed-race woman. The Puerto Rican identity I have invented 
with little to no information becomes revealed in this moment. Being somewhat seen, 
even for just an instant, is worth the imposter-like feelings that manifest as the 
conversation concludes. My Puerto Rican value decreases by someone who has 
quantified my worth through a series of stereotypical questions about Puerto Rican 
culture. I become less interesting when the truth is revealed - as if speaking a language or 
consuming certain types of food makes you become something.  
Is it important to assign racial/ethnic categories? Maybe it could be useful for the 
10% of people I have encountered that are genuinely interested in a cultural exchange. 
Learning about someone’s race/ethnicity spreads ancestral, historical, and cultural 
knowledge that could promote understanding and empathy. However, it becomes 
complicated when identifying the culture of a colonized group of people like Puerto 
Ricans, for example, because their culture has been saturated by colonialism. Puerto 
Rico, known as Boriken to the Taínos, the indigenous people of the island, was colonized 
by the Spanish in 1493.11 The Spanish brought Africans to work as slaves on the island 
when the Taíno slave population started to decline. Puerto Rico means “rich port” and 
explains how the Spanish viewed the island and its inhabitants as commodities. Puerto 
                                                
11 Magaly Rivera, “Puerto Rico's History,” Welcome to Puerto Rico!, accessed July 1, 2021, 
https://welcome.topuertorico.org/history.shtml. 
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Rican culture became a blending of the remaining Taíno traditions with African and 
Spanish influences, a mezcla. Of course, the Spanish influences were not optional. The 
colonizers imposed Catholic religion, schooling, and agricultural practices on the Taínos 
who practiced very different lifestyles. Knowing this history, everything changes when I 
say I am Puerto Rican. I am actually saying I am Taíno, African, and Spanish. When I 
celebrate Puerto Rican culture, I am actually celebrating the blending of three very 
different cultures. In my opinion, racial/ethnic categories are trivial ways to organize 
people into a bodily hierarchy based on location. Checking off the Latino/Hispanic box 
does not dive into the large scope of what it means to be Puerto Rican. As demonstrated 
in the conversational dialogue, even announcing my Puerto Rican heritage does not fully 
encompass the breadth of my ancestral experiences.  
Researching Puerto Rico’s colonial history made me curious about my ancestry. I 
proceeded with caution when I read my ancestry DNA results to my father. I realized he 
did not have the opportunity to learn much about Puerto Rico’s colonial history since his 
schooling was cut short at the age of 13. My results revealed I am approximately 50% 
British and/or Irish, 25% Spanish and/or Portuguese, 17% Sub-Saharan African, 6% 
Indigenous American, and 2% North East African. My father laughed after he heard the 
results. He asked, “What? No Puerto Rican?” I took a deep breath and replied, “Puerto 
Rico has a complicated history, Daddy. Want to hear it?” He laughed again and said, “No 
babe, I know where I from and Puerto Rico is my country.” We just smiled at each other. 
Maybe I too, can own his legacy without questioning it one day.  
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Figure 1. Me and my father 
 
To my future interrogators, 
 
I’m not from here 
 
I come from barbie, britney, and spice girls 
diabetes, obesity, and depression 
I’m from naming cars on the porch with Grandad 
and a house that was built to fall apart   
I’m tree hugs and poetry in the backyard  
the outcome of the one dark person they approved of 
I’m from a vegetable garden on an acre of land 
I’m the daughter of the oppressed enough mother to get it 
 
I’m not from there 
 
I’m from humid air, blue waters, and sunshine 
work, work, work, and more work 
I’m the smell of oregano, paprika, and garlic 
a three mile walk to school everyday 
I come from cows, pigs, goats and mountain air  
I am sweat, tears, bones broken and healed  
people who scream and laugh and love unconditionally 
I’m the daughter of the traumatized father 
 
I’m from neither here nor there 
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Orange /ˈôrəәnj,ˈärəәnj/ representations 
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The impacts of my father’s assimilation trauma were more severe on my younger 
brother, Ronnie. He inherited my father’s Americanized name, but we call him Ron. Ron 
had a terrible relationship with my mother, much worse than mine, that only made the 
yearning stronger to connect with my father, to be more Puerto Rican. Although Ron and 
I knew very little about my father’s life in Puerto Rico, the information we learned played 
a significant role in our understandings of Puerto Rican-ness. Our varying interpretations 
about what it meant to be Puerto Rican led us on different pathways. My pathway led me 
to this critical moment of reflection. My brother’s pathway created hardships for my 
family that we may never overcome; his pathway has perpetuated the U.S.’s perspective 
of Latino men as criminals and burdens of society. Modern-day colonialism and white 
supremacy are the root causes for the adversities my family have endured.  
Ron and I understood that my father was creature of habit. He found ways to move 
through his Americanized life that emulated some of the ways he lived in Puerto Rico. 
His early morning schedule was fixed from the many years of waking up when the 
rooster cried. Beginning at nine years old he began to care for his family’s farm before a 
three-mile walk to school every day. After school he would come home, tend to the farm 
some more, go to sleep, and do it all over again the next day. Although he now owns a 
car and has a 15-minute commute, he begins his work departure two hours in advance. 
These preparations take place after he has gone to the gym, eaten breakfast, and either 
cleaned the house or tended to the yard. Productivity and punctuality are important 
aspects of my father’s life that were naturally shaped by Puerto Rican culture.    
My father was one of 13 children and my abuela, his mother, raised them all on her 
own. She spent most of her time cooking to ensure her children consumed at least two 
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meals a day. Family meals were important in Puerto Rico. When the couch and kitchen 
table were full, the children sprawled out on the living room floor and trickled into the 
front yard. Meals remain a sacred tradition to my father. When I go home to visit my 
parents, the first thing he will ask is if I am hungry. If I say yes, he will stop whatever he 
is doing to prepare a warm meal. I can imagine how meals might have symbolized small 
moments of self-care within his busy life. I can also imagine how his Americanized 
family meals seem “better” now. He has a dining room table that seats his whole family, 
the comfort of air-conditioning, the option to watch television as he eats, and (usually) 
plenty of left-overs. Acknowledging my father’s life in Puerto Rico is important in 
understanding his need to assimilate. He left his previous life to find a new one. His 
assimilation is the very reason that he denied Ron and I his culture, contributing to his 
racial color blindness and the emotional toll it would have on his family.  
Ron and I were mesmerized by my father’s “rags to riches” story. We viewed my 
father as the most hard-working person in the world; I still view him this way. It is no 
wonder Ron and I longed to be like him. Although Ron and I both felt our relationship 
with our father was stronger than our relationship with our mother, there were still ways 
we felt disconnected to our father beyond his concealed identity. This could have been 
due to the fact that he was always working which made connecting on a deeper level 
nearly impossible. This did not diminish the immense love we felt from him, but the 
paternal emptiness altered how we navigated the world.  
My identity crisis was put on hold as I became happily distracted by the arts 
community at the school I attended from 6th – 12th grade. My time was consumed by 
singing, dancing, and performing. I found a sense of belonging in the performing arts 
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world and the desires to connect with my cultural identity dissipated. Ron, on the other 
hand, struggled a lot in school and could not stay committed to any extracurricular 
activities. Ron also began searching for a community he could belong to. Without the 
proper guidance from two over-worked parents, a school system that failed him, and 
nothing to occupy his time, he joined a Chicano gang that served the Mexican mafia.  
 
Figure 2. Mr. Criminal     Figure 3. My brother 
 
My brother did not make the decision to become involved in gangs, drugs, and 
violence on his own. Mr. Criminal, a Mexican-American music artist, became his icon. 
Mr. Criminal rapped about gang culture as a means of survival, inspiring my brother to 
pursue the same journey. Mr. Criminal is an example of a controlling image, an 
ideological representation of racism that exists within a culture. Mainstream culture 
glamorizes gangs in an effort to attract young marginalized boys who feel like they do 
not belong in other spaces. Ron was so heavily influenced by this controlling image that 
he changed his appearance and lifestyle to emulate Mr. Criminal, ensuring his belonging 
to a group that brought him closer to his Latino heritage. The physical transformation is 
evident when comparing Figure 2. and Figure 3. 
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I can assume Mr. Criminal’s record label keeps his Mexican identity closely tied to 
the Latino stereotypes reinforced by the U.S. government and pop culture. As discussed 
by scholars Jessica Vasquez and Kathryn Norton-Smith in their research study, “Talking 
Back to Controlling Images,” the U.S. uses controlling images to suppress minority 
groups by presenting self-definitions that reinforce racial inequality.12 Their research 
study interviewed over 60 middle class Latino men from various ethnicities and ages. 
Almost all of the men in the study reported peer pressure to join gangs during their youth. 
Many study participants reported low self-efficacy and how the appeal of being “cool” 
and “powerful” gangsters increased their chances of upward mobility. My brother is one 
of many Latino men who have struggled to find a place within modern-day colonialism. 
How can we expect Latino boys to live the American Dream when they are represented 
as laborers, criminals, gang members, and rapists? Whose dream are they living? 
I was in my senior year of high school when Ron was put into the juvenile delinquent 
center for the first time. My family was there for visiting hours. Only my parents were 
allowed in the visitation room so I watched through a double-sided mirror. When Ron 
walked into the visitation room in an orange jumpsuit, I did not recognize him at first. It 
looked like he aged 5 years since the last time I saw him two days prior. Little did my 
parents know, this was the start to incredibly difficult journey. This was a part of the 






                                                
12 Margaret L. Andersen and Hill Patricia Collins, Race, Class, and Gender: Intersections and 
Inequalities (Boston, MA: Cengage, 2020). 
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Purple /ˈpəәrpəәl/ creative  
 
royalty, nobility, spirituality, ceremony, mysterious, transformation, wisdom, 
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 The creative manifestation of my research was the making of a solo performance 
work. Although this work is situated within a MFA Dance program, I am hesitant to call 
my manifestation a dance. Removing dance terminology from my creative process 
allowed me to detach limiting expectations associated with dance, permitting 
unconventional processes and opportunities for the work to be something more. As I 
created an embodied version of my identity crisis, I considered the following questions 
Anne Cooper Albright poses in her book, Choreographing Difference: The Body and 
Identity in Contemporary Dance: 
“Is the style of movement consistent with or resistant to this configuration of 
social identity? Does the performance situation (staging, lighting, costuming, etc.) 
reinforce or refuse these categorizations?”13  
 
I embraced resistance throughout my creative process. In order to reveal the 
multiplicities of my lived experiences, I rejected traditional notions of dance composition 
and performance. My process also focused on eliminating idealism and perfectionism, 
manifestations of white supremacist attitudes and practices.14 Removing perfectionist 
ideals from my creative process provided space for reckoning, discovery, and healing. In 
1965 American choreographer Yvonne Rainer declared her radical new approach to 
dance-making in an essay titled, “No Manifesto.”15 It served the purpose of 
acknowledging her intentions in the creative process that resisted dominant forms of 
dance at that time.  As seen below, “No Manifesto” inspired me to create a new artist 
                                                
13 Albright, Choreographing Difference, 5. 
14 Temu Okun, “DRworksBook,” dRworksBook, accessed May 13, 2021, 
https://www.dismantlingracism.org/. 
15 MoMa Learning, “Trio A,” MoMA, accessed July 3, 2021, 
https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/yvonne-rainer-trio-a-1978/. 
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statement to serve the purpose of this project, and possibly, all of my future performance 
works.  
no to technique 
yes to liberation 
no to choreography 
yes to being moved 
no to performance 
yes to felt experience 
no to replication 
yes to visceral patterns of embodiment 
 
Even amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, I was able to create my work in the 
location it would be performed. I was fortunate to have a large studio space inside 
Kinetics Dance Theatre in Ellicott City, MD. The studio brought spatial challenges that 
later shifted into creative opportunities. The first challenge was figuring out how to orient 
the work. I originally planned for the performance to be viewed in front of a live 
audience that would be scattered along the perimeter of the room, similar to in the round 
seating. Due to scheduling conflicts and pandemic-related concerns, the live performance 
was cancelled. Without an audience to take into consideration, I decided to use 50% of 
the studio to create a smaller, more intimate performance setting. I was pleased with this 
orientation because the camera could be set up to not capture the mirrors while still 
capturing all of the movement.  
Regardless of room orientation I would still have to negotiate the support column 
that was centered within the studio space. Instead of pretending like the column did not 
exist, I decided to use it for the placement of a monument – a ladder fashioned with dollar 
bills and an American flag. I recalled one of my undergraduate professors discussing the 
importance of center stage in dance composition class. They explained the use of center 
stage as being reserved for the most important aspects of a work. This idea has stayed 
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with me as a choreographer and supported the placement of the monumental structure 
that represented the theme of white supremacy throughout my work.  
The idea to include a symbolic structure within my performance was originally 
inspired by Joey Enriquez’s art installation, “If You Can’t Find Your Own, Store Bought 
is Fine.” 16 
 
Figure 4. and Figure 5. “If you can’t find your own, store bought is fine” by Joey Enriquez  
 
Figure 4. shows the brick structure in its entirety representing an actual ruin wall that 
resides on Enriquez’s family property in New Mexico. Figure 5. is a close-up image of a 
newspaper article that documented the murder of his great great grandmother and her 
daughter. Enriquez has the article buried in the sand to symbolize the erasure of this 
tragic family event that was never discussed after assimilation in America. My 
connection to Enriquez’s familial history of assimilation trauma and cultural erasure 
inspired me to use a statement-making structure to enhance my performance.   
Shortly after being inspired by Joey Enriquez’s art, I listened to Sonya Renee 
Taylor’s lecture on “The ladder of bodily hierarchy.”17 The idea to use a ladder as my 
                                                
16 Joey Enriquez, “Disrupting Fact and Fiction,” Hamiltonian Artists (Hamiltonian Artists, August 12, 
2020), https://www.hamiltonianartists.org/artists/2020/joeyenriquez. 
17 Sonya Renee Taylor, “Colorism and the Ladder of Bodily Hierarchy,” YouTube (YouTube, March 
12, 2021), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZM-r1U0f5s. 
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statement-making structure was directly inspired by Taylor’s discussion of privilege and 
oppression in the U.S. Her discussion uses the imagery of a ladder to illustrate how 
people who most closely identify with the “norms” in American culture remain on the top 
rungs of the ladder, benefiting from unearned privileges. Those who deviate from the 
“norms” remain on the bottom rungs of the ladder due to systemic inequities that 
purposefully adopt prejudicial ideals to keep the western world colonizer’s dominance 
intact. The lecture inspired me to use Taylor’s ladder imagery to symbolize how 
whiteness remains at the top of American values and priorities. Figure 6. showcases the 
monument inside the performance space. I secured an American flag at the top of the 
ladder. I also secured dollar bills to the side of the ladder, increasing their monetary value 
as they neared the top rung. I chose this décor for the idea of capitalism to be on display 
throughout my performance, a manifestation of white supremacy that creates racial 
disparities within economic class structures.  
 
Figure 6. Performance setting 
 
My creative manifestation has also been in conversation with Okwui 
Okpokwasili’s Bronx Gothic, a performance work that reveals the intersections of 
blackness, femininity, and sexuality. When I was first viewed the movie adaptation of 
Bronx Gothic, I was immediately struck by Okwui’s ability to create an honest, raw, and 
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intimate performance experience. It seemed the intimacy of her artistic choices forced 
audience members to negotiate their own bodies and experiences within real time. I 
hoped for my viewers to experience a similar negotiation as well. I studied the ways 
Okwui combined aspects of dance, installation, and theatre to present a confrontational 
narrative. I reflected on how I might use similar performative components to serve my 
solo as well.  
With a clear artistic intention in mind and multiple inspirations to pull from, I 
began to move forward with movement generation. The words of bell hooks offered 
courage and wisdom throughout this next step in my creative process. The following 
quote is from Talking Back: Thinking Feminist, Thinking Black, a bell hooks reading that 
illuminates the transformative power of “talking back.”  
“Moving from silence into speech is for the oppressed, the colonized, the 
exploited, and those who stand and struggle side by side a gesture of defiance that heals, 
that makes new life and new growth possible. It is that act of speech, of ‘talking back’, 
that is no mere gesture of empty words, that is the expression of our movement from 









                                                
18 Bell Hooks, Talking Back: Thinking Feminist, Thinking Black (Boston, MA: South End Press, 
1989). 
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Green /ɡrēn/ manifestation   
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My solo performance work, also titled Mezcla, presented itself in five distinct 
sections. Each section of the work held a specific intention and was created using a 
defined process. Although the explanation of each segment is presented chronologically 
within this paper, the creation process was nonlinear and the arrangement of segments 
remained unfixed until one week prior to recording the video submission. I challenged 
myself to continually rearrange the order of sections until I felt absolutely confident with 
the final positioning, an unfamiliar task that challenged my typical linear dance-making 
process.  
The first section of the work displays the internalized trauma I have endured due 
to the impacts of modern-day colonialism. The movement is frantic and uncontrolled, 
strategically positioned between the American flag and the Puerto Rican flag to 
demonstrate the conflict of being in between two cultures. The movement remains 
unmetered and is accompanied by “The Star-Spangled Banner” anthem. A jarring 
juxtaposition occurs when the violent and desperate movements collide with the patriotic 
dignity of the anthem. It creates a confused urgency that hopefully engages viewers from 
the very beginning of the piece.  
This first section was inspired by a diagram titled “Intersecting Axes of Privilege, 
Domination, and Oppression.”19 
                                                
19 Margaret L. Andersen and Hill Patricia Collins, Race, Class, and Gender: Intersections and 
Inequalities (Boston, MA: Cengage, 2020). 
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Figure 7. Intersecting Axes of Privilege, Domination, and Oppression 
 
When I first analyzed the diagram I immediately thought, “This is America.” My life in 
the U.S. made sense through these intersections, serving as validation for my experiences. 
This diagram reminded me of the importance of context and location and inspired me to 
use “The Star-Spangled Banner” to reveal the work’s position within America. The more 
I analyzed the diagram, the more I realized my family fell into areas of oppression that 
were not apparent to me before being introduced to this ideology. This was an 
overwhelming realization, but ultimately a useful awareness for understanding the 
differential treatment I have experienced throughout my life. I aimed the intention of this 
section towards a felt experience that would provide a snapshot of the frustration, 
exhaustion, and emotional distress associated with this internal reckoning.  
The second section of the work represents the beginning of a hopeful assimilation 
journey into American culture. The Jeopardy! theme song is used for accompaniment 
during this section to insinuate a game-like environment. Jeopardy! is a high stakes trivia 
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game reserved for those who have access to education, a privilege minority people cannot 
easily acquire.  Similarly, thriving and achieving the American Dream in the U.S. (at no 
cost) is also reserved for the majority population. It is reserved for those who most 
closely identify with society's “norms.” The fashioning of dollar bills to the monument 
inspired me to use a monetary game and its metaphoric meaning in American life. The 
movements in this section are accurately placed and were created to align with the 
rhythm of the song, emulating the precision and perfection required during the 
assimilation process. The movement is repetitive, arduous, and directed towards the 
monument suggesting the laborious actions are the result of American culture. A 
portentous buzzer sound indicates the end of the game and the end of the second section.  
The third section of the performance was inspired by my entry into the Spanish 
language. On Saturday mornings following breakfast, my father blared the music of 
Spanish singer/songwriter Camilio Sesto on his record player. He would proceed to clean 
the house while passionately singing in Spanish. Although I could not translate the lyrics, 
I imitated the words to the best of my ability and created storylines inside my head. This 
memory inspired me to use various cleaning supplies to cleanse the performance space. I 
include moments of cleansing myself to represent the need to wash away Otherness. My 
father’s janitorial occupations and their association with how Latinos are typically seen in 
the U.S. are also made visible in this section. I chose to make the cleaning actions very 
literal because there is nothing abstract about the way minority bodies are placed into 
blue-collar jobs. I suppose my goal was to make the obvious even more visible in this 
section. The sounds that accompany the third section are random voices chattering, 
symbolizing casualness and everyday life.  
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The fourth section of my thesis solo perpetuates the images of Latinos in 
American culture. I do this purposefully for irony and reclamation. I perform my 
brother’s gangster identity and the “expected” sexualized version of my femininity. I 
interact with the American flag at various times to show its influence over my 
movements and behavior. Maurya Kerr, my thesis mentor, told me there is something 
powerful about being able to shapeshift instantaneously. Maurya’s comment made me 
think of Cherise Smith’s book Enacting Others: Politics of Identity in Eleanor Antin, 
Nikki S. Lee, Adrian Piper, and Anna Deavere Smith.20 Smith analyzes the racial, ethnic, 
gender, class-crossing performances of various artists to reveal the ways in which identity 
is fluid and how it is constructed from one location to another based on identity politics. I 
have also felt the fluidity of my identity, shapeshifting through various moments in life to 
find the most congruency with the situation at hand. I wanted to explore, and in a way, 
exploit the shapeshifting concept within the fourth section of the work. I move to the 
song “Puerto Rico” by Frankie Cutlass to frame the shapeshifting actions inside my 
Puerto Rican identity.  
The fifth and final section of my solo is performed to the sounds of ocean waves. 
This portion of the work is a reflection on the sections that came before it. I ask myself, 
“How can I let go and move on?” referring to the chaos and confusion that has led me to 
this moment in the work and in life. I create calmness as I meditate on Puerto Rico. Good 
food, great company, beaches, and sunshine fill my head. I move with a pilon, also 
known as a mortar and pestle. The pilon is surprisingly heavy and grounds me as I move. 
I was inspired to incorporate a pilon into my creative manifestation after listening to 
                                                
20 Smith, Cherise. Enacting Others: Politics of Identity in Eleanor Antin, Nikki S. Lee, Adrian Piper, 
and Anna Deavere Smith. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011. 
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NYC-based movement artist, Bianca Medina, during a lecture series titled “Nomadic 
Dance Artist Talk.”21 Her discussion focused on the importance of lineage and the 
significance of artifacts within Latino culture. Although so much of Puerto Rican culture 
has been white-washed and erased due to colonialism, artifacts, like the pilon, survived 
the violence and passed ancestral stories to future generations. The pilon creates flavorful 
mixtures of spices and herbs that are meant to nourish and heal the body. I move with the 
pilon to symbolize the spiritual healing I feel while on this journey. I also honor my 
Puerto Rican lineage by incorporating salsa dance idioms within this final section. I move 
with an intention to create connectedness to an identity that can be full of multiple-ness, 
an identity that can embrace liminal spaces, an identity that is full of possibilities 
regardless of its (in)visibility within society. I created this section with the intention of 
finding peace.  
Even with the aims of each section of the work clearly defined, the solo looked 
different each time I rehearsed it because it felt different each time I rehearsed it. I 
ultimately decided the work needed to be performed as an improvisation with distinct 
environments of being. I associated each section of the work with an environment, or 
emotional framing, in order to move through a felt performance experience. I resisted the 
act of sequencing movements in an effort to heighten my bodily awareness and trust my 
intuition. My decision to compose the work in this way resulted from my inability to 
motivate the creation of the work. I struggled to begin the creative process due to the 
extremely personal and complex subject matter. I knew I had to approach this 
                                                
21 Bianca Medina, “Nomadic Artist Talk,” _honeyandsmoke_ , (February 19, 2021). 
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composition differently to be successful. Placing limitations on what my body could 
experience within a given moment felt unnatural and dishonest, so I allowed myself to 
create and rehearse the work without the expectation of exact replication, a tool for 
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Blue /blu/ reflection   
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The impacts of modern-day colonialism on my family members’ identities, senses 
of belonging, decision-making processes, and livelihoods have inspired this work. I feel 
grateful for the opportunity to analyze and reflect on my lived experiences within a 
context much larger than the walls of my childhood home. Because of this research 
process, I am able to move throughout the world with a stronger voice and greater sense 
of agency and autonomy.  
My thesis creative manifestation process was exhilarating and like nothing I have 
ever experienced before. It was not only the absence of a live audience that made the 
experience feel non-performance-like, but the way I composed the work to move from a 
place of sensation and feeling rather than regurgitated movements. I did not perform my 
thesis; I moved my thesis. The ways I broke down conventional notions of dance and 
dance-making have inspired a new artistic process that I will utilize in future creations. 
The information I learned throughout my research has increased my knowledge of 
domination and oppression, allowing me to better understand my father’s journey, my 
mother’s ignorance, my brother’s struggles, and my identity crisis. The traumatic 
experiences my family has encountered will remain in our bodies for the rest of our lives. 
However, I am hopeful that navigating the trauma with an awareness of its cause and 
implications might lessen the emotional distress moving forward.  
Because of these newly acquired understandings, my perspective on my mixed-
race identity has shifted as well. When I submitted my thesis proposal almost a year ago, 
I was viewing my identity in two halves. I called myself a biracial woman. Today, I call 
myself a mixed-race woman. I have eliminated the binary enforced by white supremacy 
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and have created a mutually inclusive identity.22 I am the mixture of my father’s mixed 
ancestry and my mother’s mixed ancestry. The collision of two cultures has now become 
the blending of two cultures — a colorful mezcla. 
all I want to do is salsa 
for wholeness and joy 
celebration of mixture 
people born, people b(r)ought and  
sold 
people stayed  
 
history, realness, acknowledged, and embraced 
for the truth 
is pain 
but there is joy 
 
all I want to do is salsa 
for closeness and love 
with those who defend 
and fend 
those who are (un)seen in an 
american dream 
 
body on the mainland  
heart on the island 
and miles of ocean, fields, plains, deserts, mountains in 
between 
 
all I want to do is salsa 
for constant motion is key  
hips and steps and peppers and onions 
the identity of color 
flavors marinating  
 
the most ingredient knowledge 
the most tasteful tradition 
the most colorful humanity 




                                                
22 Sippin the EquiTEA, “Bye to Binary Thinking,” Medium (Medium, February 12, 2020), 
https://medium.com/@eec/bye-to-binary-thinking-7a229b424dd7. 
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DVD Contents 
 
Title of Work: Mezcla 
Choreographer/Performer: Liz Quiñones 
Music: “Calming Waves” by Good Vibes Ambience, “People Crowd Talking 1 Hour” by 
Resonance Factory, “Puerto Rico” by Frankie Cutlass, “The Star-Spangled Banner” by 
John Stafford Smith, “Think!” by Merv Griffin 
Location: Kinetics Dance Theatre, Ellicott City, MD 
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